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shaiya studio.rar/shaiya studio.zip - shaiya studio.zip. shaiya is a relatively new free-to-play mmorpg with hyper-realistic fantasy. and novel mechanics that will bring meaning to player action. shaiya. p2p servers. 1415.the department of commerce has changed its stance on broadband privacy and is insisting that telecom providers give consumers privacy protection for their broadband web use. the department began
reconsidering its position in the wake of rulings by the supreme court and the federal communications commission that the broadband internet providers had no obligation to protect the privacy of consumers. commerce had argued in 2012 that broadband providers should only be required to protect the privacy of their customers if they offered broadband internet access services and the internet content that they

provide. but on monday, commerce secretary penny pritzker, while speaking at a conference sponsored by the american library association, said that the department would now view broadband providers as common carriers and would require them to protect the privacy of their customers. "we are now treating broadband as common carriage," said pritzker, who was appointed commerce secretary after she became
president of the university of chicago. "so, if you're a common carrier, you have to do privacy protections. and common carriers are just that—they provide people's information and content, and they are not just in business to make money." the common carrier provision of the communications act of 1934 mandates that common carriers protect the privacy of their customers and that they reveal information about the
nature and volume of their business, pritzker said. but in its decision, the supreme court ruled against the fcc's attempts to make broadband providers common carriers with responsibilities in this regard. the court ruled against the fcc's regulatory authority over these providers, and as a result, said pritzker, federal laws protecting consumers' privacy, such as the 1978 electronic communications privacy act, "no longer

apply" to broadband providers. the court's ruling that federal privacy laws don't apply to broadband providers limits what the fcc can do to protect consumers' privacy, but it doesn't necessarily preclude a state from creating privacy law. privacy laws are still enforceable in the context of privacy suits in states such as california, said pritzker. these laws include the california consumer privacy act, the california penal code,
and the federal fair credit reporting act. in the recent ruling of the u.s. court of appeals for the d.c. circuit, the fcc's attempt to protect consumers' privacy was struck down because the fcc didn't have jurisdiction to regulate broadband providers as common carriers. the d. circuit also ruled that the fcc's powers to protect consumers' privacy wouldn't apply to wireless broadband providers. although the fcc tried to expand

the rules to broadband providers, congress limited the fcc's authority to protecting the privacy of consumers. the fcc does have authority to regulate how broadband providers manage the privacy and security of their customers, said pritzker.
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